
SGA Meeting Minutes
3/3/2021

Attending:  Co-President Allison Shelly, Co-President Justice Allen, Vice President Theo Yoder,
Treasurer Hannah Nichols, VP of Marketing Asha Beck, Secretary Liz Hoffman, Student Life

Rep. Rachel Roth Sawatsky, Student Life Rep. Shannon Dycus, Administrative Rep. Amy
Springer Hartsell, Faculty Rep. Kevin Seidel, Isaac Andreas, Akiel Baker, Ani Beitzel, Cindi

Boyer, Shannon Cooper, Zander France, Phillip Krabill, Coleman Maxwell, Brad Mullet, Molly
Piwonka, Sophia Sherrill, Fatimah Subhi, Avery Trinh

Absent:

1. Call to Order at 8:01 pm
2. Roll Call and Check-In
3. Approval of minutes from 2/24/2021

a. Isaac motioned to approve the minutes, and Ani seconded.

Approved: Everyone
Abstaining: 0
Opposed: 0
Motion passes and minutes approved.

4. Announcements
a. Reminder to take the “EMU Cares” survey!

5. New Business
a. The 2021 Spring Board report will be submitted sometime tomorrow

i. Amy is planning a time for student interaction with the board at some
point

b. Funding request: Ethan Beiler from the Senior Design Engineering class
i. The group is asking for $1500 for their dynamic aviation senior capstone

project. The money would be spent on various parts for construction like
U joins, pneumatic cylinders, air compressors, seats, electronics, and
visual aids

ii. Brad said that the group is in a sticky situation because their original
funding did not work out, and their capstone project is due in about a
month

iii. Hannah added they also sent an outline of what they need to purchase, so
the cost is give or take a little bit

Motion (Theo): to grant the Senior Design Engineering capstone group the full amount
requested

Asha seconds

Discussion:



a. Reminder to anybody who has helped on the project has to abstain from
voting

Approve: 14
Against: 0
Abstaining: 2
Motion passes.

c. Funding request: Destiny’s Daughters
i. The group is requesting $350 for a week-long event from

3/15-3/19. The event would consist of a women’s march, trivia,
women’s tea, and self-care

ii. Isaac said he feels like this is a no-brainer, and is a great cause

Motion (Isaac ): to give Destiny Daughter’s the full amount requested

Cindi seconds

Approve: 13
Against: 0
Abstaining: 3
Motion passes.

6. Open Floor
a. Allison wanted to say thank you to Campus Engagement for hosting trivia this

week
b. Allison also said that SGA has a lot of money in its account and to encourage

people to make funding requests
c. Hannah said that the it takes 2 years for a club to become a club, and to encourage

newer clubs to make budget requests
d. Cindi said that APISA has its first big event on March 14, and it is about how New

Year’s is being celebrated around the world
e. Amy said that soon it’ll be the one year anniversary from when Covid first started

to affect EMU, and she plans on sending out questions asking what was the last
normal social gathering you have attended and what is one change that Covid
made that you think will become the new normal

f. Molly said that the Europe cross cultural for Fall 2022 was denied, which really
upset her because it was one of the main factors of her coming to EMU. She talked
to someone about possibly putting a petition together to bring it back, but doesn’t
know how possible it is, and is wondering if anyone knows how to go about it

g. Isaac said he was really sorry to hear that and he can let the Cross Cultural
committee know. He added that part of the reason it was canceled was because of
the carbon budget, and the trip would be a big cost to the university carbon
commission



h. Ani said several of her friends are discontent with the list of cross cultural trips in
the upcoming future, and thinks we should discuss it

i. Isaac said if he was given location suggestions, he could talk to the Cross Cultural
committee about places that would be more interesting

j. Hannah added that one possibility could be advancing student independent study,
and how EMU could support students creating their own, if it is even something
the university would want to uplift

k. Kevin asked if it could be asked what would have to happen to change, and if there
is some sort of way to pay the carbon tax

l. Isaac said asking would be better sooner rather than later, and the committee is not
very keen on paying carbon tasks because they see it as retroactive, but he will ask
for specific reasons

m. Zander said he is also on the Cross Cultural committee, and their next meeting is
March 23, so he can help make sure their voices are heard

n. Avery said as someone who went on the Europe cross cultural trip 2 years ago he
will help advocate about its return, and added that others who went would also
probably help

o. Kevin added he would be curious how student interest is gauged in how the
committee chooses locations

p. Isaac responded saying they base their decisions most on past cross cultural
success, as well as balance with 3 week trips, 6 week trips, and semester long trips.
He added that it’s pretty competitive with about 12 proposals made and only 5
being accepted

q. Zander said he’ll bring up surveys and student interests in the next meeting
r. Coleman said he was in quarantine about 2 ½ weeks ago, and it was a pretty bad

experience. He recently had heard many concerns about students in
isolation/quarantine not being taken care of. One example was the lack of water
being provided which he also experienced. He said he had to have someone go out
and get him a gallon of water. Another example he said was people who have
dietary restrictions were given food that they were unable to eat. He wanted to add
that people helping are doing a great job, but the lack of water given and not
adhering to people’s dietary needs needs to be talked about, and wanted to know if
there is anything SGA can do to work with administration so students can be taken
care of

s. Allison asked if there is a point person to email during quarantine/isolation with
needs

t. Coleman responded saying Carrie Bert is the main person to communicate with
u. Allison then asked if it’s not a responsive system
v. Coleman said at max it took them 24 hours to respond, but he does think one thing

that could have happened was putting a pallet of water bottles in the
quarantine/isolation places

w. Allison said one thing SGA could do is to make sure the channels are working, and
people in isolation could potentially email SGA to make sure things are happening

x. Asha said a student told her that one time they were unable to get a hold of the
Covid Hotline when needed, so they ended up calling local emergency places
because their symptoms were so bad. Asha added she did follow up, but now hours



have changed and it’s not 24/7. She was given info though that the rd on call is
someone to call if the Covid Hotline is not answering

y. Coleman was wondering if administration could send out a prominent message to
give students the information Asha just said, and added something about
advocating for the people being punished unfairly

z. Asha asked where could students go to express these concerns
aa. Shannon D said she wasn’t sure what the complaint is, and asked Coleman to

specify
bb. Coleman said there were no water given nor cups to drink sink water with, as well

as students who have dietary restrictions were not given the food they need
cc. Shannon responded saying a bottle of water is delivered with every meal
dd. Coleman said he never got water; it was always juice or gatorade, and he’s asking

for an email that would go out to provide students with information they need and
to acknowledge that people are frustrated

ee. Shannon said that everyone who enters quarantine/isolation get a packet with a
bunch of numbers on the front of it

ff. Coleman said either way communication was not good enough, and some people
did not get the papers or the numbers weren’t helpful. He added that the papers are
clearly not working

gg. Shannon then asked are we talking about water issues or the people losing their
housing privileges

hh. Coleman responded saying making sure individuals are being correctly taken care
of

ii. Hannah added how she wanted to address the things being said in chat about not
receiving helpful numbers, and suggested sending an email out about what
numbers to call

jj. Philip said that another dynamic to think about is that when there’s 5-10 people in
quarantine/isolation it’s easy for needs to be met, but when there’s more people,
like during a spike, it’s hard. He thinks that going forward a good plan is to come
up with a better response for when there is a large group of people in quarantine

kk. Coleman wanted to reiterate that a splendid job is being done, but wanted to
advocate for students who needs are not met or are frustrated

ll. Sophia said she had to do 10 days in isolation and it sucked, but when they got
back it also sucked because adjusting back to school was tough without additional
support. She added that she would have benefited from being checked in about her
mental health. She also said she was  frustrated seeing people asked not to do as
much (like quarantining in their room for a couple days) complain so much

mm. Fatimah said every person has a different experience and responds differently
to things, and thinks that a certain standard shouldn’t be made for people who
quarantine for different lengths or in different places. She also said some people
get frustrated differently

nn. Sophia said for sure they deserve the same care as anyone else
oo. Allison then thanked everyone for sharing, and is thinking that a WeatherVane

article could be written about what to expect when going into quarantine that
people could refer back to. She also said that she likes what Philip brought up

Meeting ended at 8:55 pm



Recorded by Liz Hoffman


